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Arlington Public School 1426 N. Quinn y Street Arlington, Virginia 22207

ect Des on

HISTORY BY THE BLOCK is an educational design seeking to
strengthen the teaching of history in the f,rlington Public Schools
by focusing attention on the role of architecture and the design
process in American social history. The program will also focus
attention on the redevelopment that is taking place in Arlington at
the present time, and will help students understand that what is
being built in Arlington at the present time will be left to future
generations as a record of our society. In looking at the p'aat
in our country, students will be able to discover that buildings are
as much a record of the past as any other historical evidence and
reveal he-tastes and values of a particular time.

Plan of Action

Teacher workshops were held during the summers of 1982 and
1983 to familiarize teachers with architectural concepts and the
_design process as it fitted into social history. The workshops' were
followed by writing sessions which translated concepts learned into
,units of study at several elementary and secondary levels in history
and social studies courses. The units written during the summer of
1982 were piloted by several teachers during the 1982-83 school year.
They were then evaluated and revised during the summer of 1983.
During the same time period experiences in architecture and social
history were provided as an inservice program for a much wider group
of teachers. The units will, be published and distributed widely
during the fall of 1983 to all interested teachers.

Curriculum Units

The following units were produce -*Y' the project:

Grade Level Title

4-5' That Did It Look Like Then?
Eighteenth Century Architectural E e en

7-8 edman' Villa e: Arlington- V ia
_18611900

7-8 LIal(JIAlyLIA1111.11$ About Your Local Community

7-8 If These Wills Could Talk!
The Story of Arlington House Before the Civil War..

The n Washtoi Experienceience ton, D.C.11

Supported by a grant from the National Endowment for the Humanities, ES- 1930 -81
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Each unit includes lesson descriptions and teacher and student
materials needed for teaching/learning. In addition, all the visuals

and sources are included. While the units use local Arlington sites

and'may be construed as local history, the concepts of the units may
be adapted to any location. In addition, the units on Arlington House

(Curtis -Lee Mansion in Arlington National Cemetery) and-Freedman's
Village in the same location, and on the U.S. Capitol have national
significanCe. The two units on Arrington House and Freedman's Village
together provide a unique way to look at the Civil War period. The

Freedman's Village unit opens up a long neglected aspect of local and

national Black history.

Skills To Be Learned

Studehtalearniug from these units can be expected to acquire the

,following skills:

1. Be able to ident y the major architectural styles
used in American _owns and cities and understand
the 'historical reasons for the popularity of these
styles.

'Understand the interrelationship between architecture
and design and the social history in the growth n

of

AmeriCan communities.

3. Be able to use the study of, architecture as a tool,
to un,Ick historical information using visual
literacy and critical thinking skills.

Understand the ways in which the use of space affects
the ;,.-!ay people live and work.

Understand the forces (political, social, economic)
within ;I community which determine how space within
that community is used, and how historically, these
forces have been influenced.

The Results

This unit, Freedmann, Vir ini 1863 -1900

uniquely unveils a part of history about black Americans that can
appeal to st'-dents at almost any grade level. Written by Roberta
Schildt, teacher of 7-8 grade students at the H-B Woodlawn Secondary
Program, the unit demonstrates how blacks lived during and after
the Civil War in the first government-provided housing. The history
of Freedman's Village is an important part of our nation's history.

Martha S aim, Project Coordinator
Seymour St -5 Project Director

Septemter, 1983
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Freedman's Village - An Introduction
/

Freedman's Village was selected as one of the topics for a seventh

grade unit resulting from the HISTORY BY THE BLOCK project. It was chosen

beLause it met these goals.

-To have students use architecture as stool to study social

history

-To have students focus on "Everyday e_ple" rath-er than on

'famous historical characters

-To bring the Civil War period close to home for students

-To have students carry out historical research

.-To have students realize: the importance of historical preser-

vation

This unit can fas from 1 week to 4 weeks depending on how many of the

lessons are included. It can be used as a way to study the Civil War and/or

Reconstruction period. It focuses on the difficulties faced by the blacks

after they were freed. Specifically, it has students use maps, sketches,
primary and secondary source materials to learn more about Freedman's Village

in Arlington, Virginia. Students will also be asked to carry out projects
individually or in small groups so that they will becOme a "specialist" in

some aspect of the topic.

Preparation:

The following suggestions may help teachers prepare for the unit.

1. Read the information in this guide, and the packet
which is available from the Curriculums Specialist.

2. -Revie the slide sho and script

3. Check out and read books from a library relevant to

the topic. Possible types of books which may be

helpful are:

a.. Books on Custis-Lee Mansion G lington House)
b. Histories of Arlington County
c. Histories of Arlington Cemetery
d. Books on the Civil War

4. Refer to the. bibliography in th!s guide. Check the
card catalogue. of your local library to see which items

are located there.



LOCAL HISTORY PROJECT

Perhaps you have an idea that has surfaced from time to time which in-
trigues you. Consider using that topic as a basis for your study. If you
have a topic which interests you, it 1s easy to engage the interest of other
people to share the documents they have or to share what they know. After
choosing a topic and before you begin your search for information, take time
to get organized.

First, you will want to identify all the documents or notes you have,in
a consistent way. You've read the dot ent and have determined that it will
be useful because it sheds some light your topic. Make a copy of the
document, if possible, then identify the document on the back. Be sure to
include information which would identify both the document and its source.
Whenever you try writing curriculum or writing an article for a "professional
Journal, it will be helpful to take the time to document your sources. After
looking at a few examples of ways to identify documents,'a look will be taken
at ways to organize the documents into a system.

1. Letter from O.M. Howard to F. L. Smith. December 7, 1863.
Bureau of Refugees, Freedmen and Abandoned Lands, RG 105,
Office of the Assistant Commissioner of the District of
Columbia. Letters Sent. File 418 National Archives.

2. Photograph from McDermott collection. Dated May, 1901.
Shows the facade of the County Courthouse with the street
cars in the background in Bloomsburg, Pennsylvania. Copy
made on April 16, 1983 with permission to publish.

3. Phone call to J. L.. Carson about the origins of the town
nims. October 12, 1982. A.M. - She was told by her great
grandfather, Jack Carson, that the town, White House Station,
New Jersey was named after the old Carson house (where
G. Washington had slept).

There are many systems which can be used to organize your documents or
notes, -and whichever one you choose be sure to follow it consistently. Some
-prefer-a-topical-file-and-others chronologica_l_or_alphabetieal one. As for
storing the documents, a large, portable expanding file is useful as is a
large notebook to place the documents in, with a pockeb2for 5" x 8" cards for
your notes. Initially, it seems like extra work to_identify and to file each
document in your system, but it can save time digging later when you need to
retrieve a source quickly. Next, we will look at a checklist of same people
to_contact, to visit, place and sources to consider using as you progress in
your research.

You don't need to look far into your town's past to come up with ideas
which can be developed into units like those created as part of the HISTORY
BY THE BLOCK Project. Perhaps that old Queen Anne Style house on Main Street
interests you, or maybe you've often wondered how the street cars affected your
town's development. Whatever the topic, it is essential that you and your
students get involved in a local history project.

The return on your efforts will be well worth your investment.



-Sources of Information for Doin Your

PEOPLE

librarians

historians

older residents

.museum curators

specialists in your topic

other

DOCUMENTS

architectural plans

art interviews

birth certificates .letters

building plans magazine articles,

books

census records

church records,

city directories

death certificates

diaries

family Bible or other

religious book other

othe

local listory Project

'PLACES

library

courthouse

historical society

museum

archives

map division

other

gArernAment records,

maps

marriage certificates

military records

newspaper articles

oral historys

photographs

sketch

9



son

Time

Grade Level:

Materials Needed :

Instructional Goal:

Learning Objectives:

Freedman's Village

2-3 class periods

7th Grades
American Studies

Multiple copies of the sketch of Freedman's
Village by A. R. Waud from Har er's Weekly
(enough for groups of 2-3 to have one sketch.

Pre-Test on Freedman's Village

To motivate students to want to learn more about
Freedman's Village and to find out what knowledge_
they have on the topic of Freedman's Village.

Students will be able-to work in a group and
be able to co-operate with other groUp members-
while completing the sketch exercise.

2. Each student group will be able to list at least
25 ideas when posed with the question: What
question can you think of that may give more
information about Freedman's Village from this
sketch from Harpers Weekly:

3. _Students will know how to classify the questions
generated by the jtudent groups.

-1-
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Teacher

Allows 15-20 minutes for students to
write all the questions they can
think of about the sketch.

Call class back together and assign
a few students to act as recorders.
These people will write down all of
the ideas from all of the groups.
After you have selected recorders,
ask for a volunteer from each group
to share the groups questions. The
recorder writes all of the questions
down. Save this list as it will be
used later during the projects part
of the unit.

Administer the pre-test on Freedman's
Village to all of the students, re-
ar
cord the scores and save the test
results for comparison at the end of
the unit., Correct pre-tests and
save.

Student

Work in groups

Recorders list all of
the ideas

Students complete pre-test



Name Class Score

Freedman's Village

Part I. Classifying Documents

If the document is a primary source, write "F" in the space provided.
If it is a secondary source, write an "S".

1. Gutman, Herbert G. The Black Family in Slave_z
and Freedom 1750-1925, New York, Pantheon Books,
1976.

"Freedman's Village, Arlington, Virginia
Harper's Weekly, May 7, 1864.

Diary entry of Cornelius Camay dated December 11,
1864.

better from G. W. Clark to H. H. Howard July
1868. B.R.F.A.L. MSS R.G. 105, National
Archives

5. Biography of Sojourner Truth. Written in 1962.

Part II. Multiple Choice

Directions: Put the letter for the best answer in the space
provided.

1. What was Freedman's Village?
A. A home for slaves
B. A temporary home for freed slaves set up by the

State of North Carolina.
C. A community of freed people, many from Maryland

and Virginia.
D. A village of Confederate black soldiers.

2. When was Freedman's Village officially opened?

A. December 11, 1963
B. December 3, 1664
C. December 4, 1863
D. After the end of the Civil War

Where was Freedman's Village located?
A. In Georgetown across the river from Virginia
B. On Arlington Heights Virginia on the Arlington

Estate
C. On the Mount Vernon Estate

11



4 What is the formal name of the bureau that ran
Frtedman's Village after the Civil War?
A. The War Bureau
B. The Bureau of Freedmen
C. The Bureau of Refugees, Freedmen and Abandoned

Lands
D. The Bureau of Refugees, Soldiers and Abandoned

Freedmen

5. The period after the Civil War is known as:
A. Construction
B. Reconstruction
C. The Transition Time
D. Reestablishment of Justice

6. The most common occupation of those people who lived
in FV was:
A. Merchant
B. Farmer
C. Soldier
D. Whitewasher

7. What did the government intend for the village? Was
it to be a temporary or a permanent community?
A. Temporary
B. Permanent

What year was FV officially closed down by the
government? (Note: some villagers stayed on for years
A. 1867
B. 1864
C. 1876
D. 1888

A famous woman who was appointed by the National
Freedmen's Relief Association to be a counselor at
Freedman's Village was:
A. Louisa May Alcott
B. Harriet Tubman
C. Sojourner Truth
D. Clara Barton

10. What was the reason given by the government for closing
the village down?
A. Villagers were guilty of cutting trees from the

Arlington National Cemetery and using the wood for
fuel.

B. Villagers were breaking the curfew established.
C. Villagers were costing the government too much

money,
D. The villagers were too noisy at night.



Part III. Classifying

In this section you are to read the questions from the list

provided below. Then you are to classify the questions into
categories that you choose, such as housing, living conditions,
family life and others. Directly below is an example. You need

to classify :_east 20 questions.

Example: category Government

Was there a mayor?
What was the system of government?

1. How were the children raised?
2. What was the average income?
3. How many people lived in each house? What was the

family size?
4. What was the racial balance of the population?
5. What churches/religions were found at Freedman's Vi

6. Education?
7. What kind of food did the people eat?
8. Did people live there free of charge?

9. What were the medical facilities like?
10. What privileges did the people have?
11. Was there a mayor?
12. Did the residents work for the gover e Military?

Did they work for free?
13. What were the occupations?
14. How long did Freedman's Village exist? Dates? When did

it end?
15. How were the houses built?
16. How many houses were there?
17. What were the living conditions
18. Why was there a need for the village?
19. If it was a place for freedmen, why was it in Virginia,

in the South?
20. Were there any attacks or battles near Freedman's ',linage?

21. What contact did they have with the outer world?

22. Was the land fertile?
23. What was a good job back then?
24. Was there a danger of flooding since it was so close to

the river?
25. How was the land gotten?
26. How was trading done outside of the village?

27. What crops were raised? Livestock? Pets?

28. Was it part of the U.S.? A registered town on maps?

29. Were they taxed? How much?

30. What was the system of goverment?
31. How many people lived there?
32. What kind of village was it? How big was it?

33. Were there stores?
34. Entertainment?
35. Could the people own property?
36. Were they able to come and go as they pleased?

-6- 16



Part III. Classifying continued

37. How were the houses furnished?

38. Was there an overseer?

39. What was the typical lifespan?

40. Causes of disease in child's death? Child mortality rate?

41. How old were kids when they started working?

42. Why was there a need for the village?

Now, on the back of this paper, classify at least 20 questions.

Part IV. Pre /Post

Answer each of the questions below with a short answer.

Write in complete sentences on the back of this sheet or on

your own paper.

1. Were the people of Freedman's Village really free? Why

or why not?

2. What would you name Freedman's Village if you were

faced with renaming it?

Some say Freedman's Village was Arlington's first planned-

community. Explain how it is like a planned community

like Reston, Buckingham or Falrlington and how it differs.

4. Compare and contrast Arlington House and Freedman's Village

5. Compare and contrast Freedman's Village and slave quarters.

-7-



Freedman's Village

Answer Sheet for Pre or Po --Test

Part I. Classifying locum

1.

P 2. A. R. Waud, sketch
village a few month

S 5

Part II. Multiple choice

1. C 6. B

2. C 7. A

3. B S. D

4. C 9. C

5. B 10. B

Part III. Answers will vary.

Part IV. Answers wil
end of unit

tilt and writer for Harper's, visited the

prior to the publication of the article.

vary. (Use these for discussion, if desired, at



Freedman s Village

Lesson #2

1 class period

Grade Level: 7th grade
American Studies

aerials Needed:

Instructional Goal:

Learning 2bjecives:

mmscrEmir

slides on Freedman's Village
cart, screen, cord, Journal packet, slide
script

To teach students some of the background and
history' of Freedman's Village.

To help students have a better sense of the
difficulties faced by the villagers during
different time periods in Freedman's Village
through journal writing.

1. Students will indicate their understanding
of the events that led up to the creation
of Freedman's Village by answering questions
after the slides.

2. Students will be able to improve their writing
skills by completing four entries in the
assigned Journal packet.

3. That students will exhibit their ability to
interpret primary source materials by scoring
SO% or above on each of the six document
worksheets.

-9- 19



Teacher Student

Says something like: "Now that we have
looked at the sketch and have some
questions that we want answered about
Freedman's Village, we will now look
at some slides which should help give

us some answers. There will be
questions"' that have been raised
yesterday and today-which we will find
the answers for in the next few days
of research study about Freedman's
Village. We will also do some writing
in-the-Journal packets. (Explains).

After the slides are shown, ask the
following questions of the whole class
as a review:

1. What is Freedman's Village?

2. How was the land obtained where
Freedman's Village was built?

Watches and listens

Freedman's Village was a model
"-camp set up by the government
during the war to house and pro-
tect freed blacks (contrabands).

The government confiscated the
Custis land after Robert E. Lee
chose to fight on the Side of the
Confederacy. It was also needed
as a part of the defenses for
Washington, D. C.

What was the main reason that After Lincoln declared a Pre-

Freedman's Village was set up in liminary Emancipation Act in D. C.,

Arlington? many slaves made their way from
Virginia and Maryland for refuge.
When the existing quarters became
overcrowded and there was a high
death rate, it was decided that a
new site was needed. The clean
country air in Arlington was
thought to have a positive impact
on the people.

4. What was one of the most difficult
choices Robert E. Lee had to make
in his lifetime?

The teacher should add additional
questions as are appropriate to
his/her students.

-10-

Robert E. Lee's most difficult
decision was deciding on which side
to fight in the Civil War.



.After the students discuss the sample questions on the previous page, the

teacher gives the following directions

Teacher Student

"Today we have raised a number of
questions about Freedan's Village and
tomorrow we will begin to find out even
more about the village. You will be-
come historians who will be digging
out the truth about Freedman's Village."

"To help prepare for the trip back into
time, you will use the journals as a
tool to help get you in touch with the
difficulties faced by villages at
several time periods. I will now

pass out Journal Packets."

Listens

Lit,tens

Passes out packets of documents. Gets a packet

"Each night during our study of Freed-
man's Village you will be asked to
write a journal entry. Be prepared
with your entries each day we study
Freedman's Village."

Read directions to Journal Packet to Listens and asks questions

class and answer student questions.

IntroduceS document worksheets for
homework or classwork

Have students each do 2 of the 6

document worksheets. Then have them
get together in small groups to come

to a consensus on the correct answers.
Lead discussion on points of interest

from the group.

21

Completes as assigned
at home or in teams of 2

at school

Meet in groups

Go over answers

Participates in class dis.-
cussion



Directions: in complete sentences and in paragraph form as you
complete the written part of the journal. When there are

-two options given you choose the one you would like to
complete. The journal packet is due in on

Name:

date

1- 22



Journal Idea #1

Option 1 #1: Writing

February, 1863

Tonight is the first night you'll be sleeping in your new home. No more
tents: Today your parents and other workers put the final touches on
the building. There is a hot fire crackling as you fall asleep. You
are one of the lucky people who can write so describe your new home.

Option #2: Drawing S ching/Painting

February, 1863

Sketch, draw or paint your new home in Freedman's Village! Use your
imagination yet be accurate about what materials would be available.



Journal Idea #2

Option #1 Writing

December 7, 1863*

You are twelve years old and. today ypu will go to school for the first
time in your life. The word spread quickly yesterday that four teachers
and a principal had arrived from up North and that school would begin
today. Write a description of the teacher. your classroom, and the
school.

*Note: Most of the freedmen who arrived at Freedman's Village could not
read or write when they first arrived. The school at Freedman's
Village was opened on this date and was run by The American Tract
Society which was one of the many religious and charitable groups
which gave their money and energies to helping blacks adjust to
their freedom.

Option #2: Composing

December 7, 1863

You have been hired to compose au least two verses to the song listed
below which was refering to going to a Freedman's school. The chorus
is given.

"Uncle Sam's Schools"

Verse 1

Chorus: Come bring your books and slates, and don't be a fool;
For Uncle Sam is rich enough to send us all to school.

Verse #2



Journal Idea 113

Option #1: Writing

February 25, 1888

In a short time you must leave your/home where you have lived for 20 years.

You found out at the meeting that the War Department has recommended that

all the civilians be removed from the lands held by the military. That

means.Freedman's Village will be gone. Some of the community members have

lived here even longer than you some for nearly a quarter of a century:

Take a look around your home and write a journal en ry'on what your home

has meant to you over the years.

Option 1 #2: Drawing

February 25, 1888

Draw a pictUre of the place in your home in Freedman's Village where you

feel most comfortable. You'll have to keep this place in mind when you

are forced to move.

-15-



Journal Idea #4

Option #1: Writing

June 1940

It is now the early 1940's and you are what remains of one of the homes
from Freedmen's Village. The workers are arriving with their tools and
they are anxious to get to work. Now you are the last how standing in
Freedmen's Village. You have been vacant for years. The workers have
just begun to rip off your wood siding. Write a paragraph telling what
you see, have seen, or will see.

tion '/2: Writing a newspaper account

June 1940

You are a reporter who has.been selected to cover this story of the
government demolishing the remains of Freedman's Village. Write a =.
newspaper account of the demolition.

26
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Document Worksheet:

June 24, 1865 Letter

1. Was this letter written before, during, or after the Civil War?

2. What might be the differences in primary and higher school?

List at least three.

a.

b.

3. Is attendance for this week better or worse than the week previous?

Why do you suppose there -Is a decrease in attendance? List 4

possible reasons:

c.

d.

5. H. E. Simmons was an agent from the American Tract Society which

ran what instituton.in Freedman's Village?

What is the intent or purpose of the letter?

7. Who was the author of the document?

To whom=was the document addressed?

9.

10.

For the next two questions, give two suggestions to H. E. Simmons for

improving attendance:



Document Worksheet - Answer Key
June 24th, 1865

I. after

2. answers will vary

3. worse

4, answers will vary

5. school

6. The purpose of the letter is report the school att endance in
Freedman's Village

7, H. E. Simmons

8. George B. Carse

9. answers will vary

10. answers will vary
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Documen Worksheet:

Ma-rch 2, 1866 Letter

kind o document is this? (check one)

petition

letter

legram

newspaper article

census report

2. From what office was the letter dispatched?

3. What idea was the author of the letter trying to convey?

What was the rank of the person sending the letter?

5. List at least 3 reasons why there might be a need for a guard

at Freedman's Village:

b.

c.

6. Howimany years ago was this document written?

7. Why do you suppose the fences on the Arlington farm ight be

destroyed? Give at least 3 possible reasons.

b.

8. Copy the letterhead from the document to this space.

Write the closing in this space.

10. What is the rank of the person getting the lett

20



Document Worksheet Answer Key
March

lette-

1866

2. Headquarters Assit. Corwu1ssi<on of the District of Columbia - B.R.F.A.L.

That the officer in charge of the guard at Freedman's Village prevent
the destruction of fences

4. Captain

5. answers will vary

6 varies on what year the activity is done

7. answers will vary (be sure to mention possibility of using_ for ire-
wood to keep warm)

Bureau Refugees Freedmen and Abandoned Lands
Headquarters As . Commissioner, District of Columbia

9- Very respectfully
Your obedient servant

10. Brig. General

-21-
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Document Worksheet:

Feb. 25. 1867 Leer

What was Laurence ecomwending?

2. What was his compensation to include?

a.

b.

What were Peterson's responsibilities to be?

a.

4. Why do you suppose it specified the race of the person on the form?

5. What Bureau ran Freedman's Village?

6. What was the title of the person who received the letter?

7. What was the pay rate per month offered?

What monthly pay rate do you think a person would receive today for

similar work?

Why do you suppose this letter had to be written? Why did_ the man go

and secure the job for himself?

9. How many years ago was the document wr

10. Classify the document:

letter

telegram

ten?

cartoon

-census records



Answer Key
Feb. 25- 1867

Laurence was requesting that John Peterson be employed in Freedman's
Village.

2. a. $15 per month
b. rations

3. a. To assist in doing the work about the 'Home" and the Village.
b. To see that the work in those areas is promptly done.

Perhaps there were two wage scales. (Other answers are possible).

5. Bureau of Refugees Freedmen 4. Abondoned Lands

6. Brig. General

7. $15.00 (answers will vary)

8. A letter was required for employment.

9. Varies on what year it is done.

10. Letter
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ent Warksheet:

Feb. 28. 1867 1-etter

What is being requested in this document?

2. Why was this item needed?

List 6 facts we knew about Jerry Savage.

a.

b.

c.

d-

4,. What is the name of the hospital at Freedman's Village?

5. Who wrote the letter?

6. Who received the letter?

7 What was Savage's occupation?_

8. To which Bureau was this sent?

9. Imagine you are the doctor in charge of informing this young man's family

that he has had his leg amputated. Write a letter in your best hand
writing explaining the situation to his loved ones. (Use reverse side).

10. How many years ago was this document written?



Docume- Worksheet - Answer i,ef
Feb. 28th, 1867

1. An application is made for an artificial leg for Jerry Savage.

Jerry Savage had his leg amputated due to frostbite.

Answers 11 vary.

4. Abbott Hospital

5. G. A. Wheeler

6. C. H. Howard

7. government worker

8. Bureau of Refugees, Freedmen & Abondoned Lands

9. Letter should be written.

10. Answers will vary (depending on year it is done)

37
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July 11, 1868 Letter

1. What audience is e gove r nment addressing in this letter?

2. What is the message of this letter?

How many years ago was this document-witten?

4. To whom is the document addressed?

Where would the sick in the hospital and the inmates of the "Ho -" be
moved?

_

"Your obedient servant" was a popular closing in the time period
studied. List at least three closingarWhich are popular at this time.

a.

b.

c.

Add a few more if you can think of some.

7. What bureau of the government had responsibility for Freedman's Village
after its establishment in 1865?

For 8, 9, and 10, explain what responsibilities the Bureau of Refugees Freedmen
& Abandoned Lands might have for each of these categories after the Civil War.

,Refugees:

9. Freedmen:

10. Abandoned Landsr

-29-
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Document Wor t.M5wor Sheet
July 1__ 1868

1. The superi.at-tIdotot Fes= Village and possibly its inhabitants.

2. An attempt wiLlbeDlade to close the Village down.

3. Varies -fl whery Gi ty is completed.

4. P. H. H d vOu c<Df F.V.

5. To Washingt--

6. Answers V111

7. Bureau Qf Refurs) Pfa-edme: & Abandoned Lands

8. To help the p010041 were homeless and displaced as a result of the comer,

9._ To help the fecdpeopULe make the transition from slavery to freedoth.

10. To -over e-theibalulood lands,- including many plantations.

--g3gt4011 are possible on 8, 9, and 10).

40
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"Document Worksheet :

Oct. 23, 1968 Letter

1. How many years ago was the letter written?

What does "Bur. R. F. and A. L." stand for?

In what town or district was the letter written?

What is the message of the letter?

5. List at least live facts we can surmise about the land.

a.

b.

d.

e.

For questions 6-8 refer to the signature. In the lower right corner is

a signature.
his

6. What do he words and symbols X Indic-,te?

mark

7. Why would there be need for a witness?

8. What ne possible reason why the government would be renting the.land?

9. What is C Howard's position:

10. Imagine that you are C. H. Howard writing a response to Elias Plummer.

Think over what your response will be, then write it on this page or on

another sheet. (Use your fanciest handwriting).



Document Worksheet Answer Key
Oct. 23, 1868

1. Answers will vary depending on year used.

2. Bureau of Refugees, Freedmen & Abandoned Lands

3. Washington, D. C.

A request is made that_Elias glummer be allowed to rent 10 acres from the
government.

5. a. some of the land was rented.

b. the land was rented in 1868 and,1869.

the land in question is 10 acres._

the land was formerly rented by"Mr Sypha

e. the land contains a brick stable.

others

The words This mark" indicate that the man was unable to write and had
another write the letter for him.

7. There would be a need for a witness so the man would not be fooled into
making his mark on some other document.

8. Reasons will vary

9. Brig. General

10. Letter should be
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Lesson #3

Time:

Grade Level:

Materials Needed:

Instructional Goal:

Learningpbjec Ives:

eedmian' s Village

3-5 class periods (model building will take longer)

7th Grade
American Studies

Large teacher-made chart lis,ing the options and
numbers that correspond to "Projects related to
Freedman's Village"

Primary Source Material from Packet

Books from Bibliography

7-)oks from your school library and Arlington Library

Evaluation Sheet for student`_ presentation

To have the students become active participants in

the process of historical research

1. Students will be able to identify at least 3
sources of information for their topic.

2. Students will create an end product; oral report,
paper, map, model, photos, tape ... on which
research has been done. Some of what they have
learned during this phase will be shared with
the rest of the class.

Students will be able to identify at least 3
problems faced by the freed negroes.

41--

4. Students will be able to identify at least one
difficulty that the historian faces.



Teac-ler Student

Says something like: "Are there any questions
about the journal assignment or about what we
discussed yesterday?" Responds to questions.
Has a few volunteers read journal entries and
collects them all.

Says something like: "We will spend the next
few days researe-ling the topic of Freedman's
Village. Since we don't have time enough for
everyone to study every aspect of our topic, we
will instead break the research up into narrow
topics; Each of the topics is important be-
cause it will help us piece together the whole
puzzle of Freedman's Village."

Hangs up large chart with spaces for names.
(Next to each write the maximum number of people
that you want to work on the topic - models may
need 3, most of the others 2). Passes out sheets
which is called "Prgi.ects Related to Freedman's
Village."

Says something like: "I will now read the directions
related to the projects. Follow along with me.

Reads sheet of directions.

Says something like: "Before you choose your topic,
let's brain storm for 3 minutes on where you might
get information on this topic of Freedman's Village.
(Accepts all suggestions without exception. Makes
no judgments).

Wr "tes students' ideas down on board. Where else
could you find information? Show students where the
material she has collected from the packet in the
library is located in the room.

Points out any major works that have been omitted,
including school library, pamphlet file, biblio-
graphy and articles in the classroom.

Has a student make a copy of the suggestions for
sources on a large sheet of paper for future students
to use.

Says something like: "After you have decided which
topic you want to research, come up to the large
chart and sign your name."

Asks questions

Listens

Reads "Project Sheets

Listens

Calls out ideas

Continues to call out ideas

Listens

Comes up to chart and signs
up for a topic

Points out articles, lettets, books when relevant to Asks teacher for help
student topic. Starts to dig for information

-36-
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Teacher

Gives ascistance when needed.

Continues for several days un

On the day when most of the groups appear to

be almost finished, the teacher announces
"Tomorrow we will begin to have the student
presentations on the topics yo-J have selected.

The model builders who are not yet finished

will present their creations to the class when
they are finished or at the end of this unit."

Asks questions.

Answers questions.

Asks for volunteers to present projects or

call on people.

Evaluates each project with the Evaluation

Sheet for Student's Presentations and gives a

grade and comments.

Continues evaluating rest of projects.

At the end of the evaluation phase the teacher
asks questions to review and clarify the informa

that was presented. (Questions asked depend on

what is presented).

Asks something like: "Now that you have carried

out some historical research, what are some of

the difficulties that the historian faces?"

4

st

Goes to other sources of
information, school library,
central library, people in the
community

Researches

Plans presentation

Presents project

Becomes the "resident expert"
on his/her topic

Answers questions asked by
teacher and classmates

Reads evaluation and gets
grade

ion Answers questions

Answers will vary



EVALUATION SHEET FOR STUDENT'S PRESENTATIONS*

not
t all

very
fair good

1. Was a clear, logical sequence followed? 2 3 4

2. Was the subject adequately covered? 1 2 3 4

3. Was the project interesting and relevant? 1 2 3 4

4. Was the topic covered original and
creative? 1 2

5. Was the method used to present the
project adequate: did the person speak
clearly, etc.?

6. Did the presentation provoke discussion?

Did the students present and defend
their positions?

8. Were questions answered correctly and
to the point?

Comments:

Questions about the project:

Grade:

NAME OF PROJECT

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

STUDENT

TEACHER

*Taken from Techniques of Classroom Management
=38-
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k`ects Related to Freedt an!sKillagq

Student Directions

Because we are limited in the amount of time that we can invest on
this unit of study on Freedman's Village, we will need to specialize.
Each group of 2 students will become experts on a certain area about Freed-
man's Village, and after researching will have the opportunity to share the
findings with the rest of the class.

You should expect that in addition to in-class time working on this

project that you will need to work in the Central Library, or at home.

When you make your presentation to the class be sure you have all the

materials you need. Be sure to arrange for any equipment you need with the
audio/visual specialist. You will receive a grade for the presentation.

Write your name on this large chart in the blank space next to the

number of the project for which you will be held responsible. If you have

a different idea which is not listed on this sheet, please ask your teacher

for approval.

When you finish your project you may help the model builders (if they

want assistance), or you may assist in someone else's project, or you may
choose another topic which has not vet been chosen. You should be ready to

report to class on
(date)

4.9
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Pro'ect Ideas

Make a model of Freedman's Village using the village plan and sketch by
A- R. Waud as your guide.

2 Create a large scale time line of events from 1863-1888 which relate to

Freedman's Village. Use a roll of paper and be sure to include all the
important events. Hang it on the wall when you are finished.

Listen to music that was popular during this period (1863-1888). Tape

at least five songs which make reference to the freedmen. Analyze what

the message of each song appears to be. Prepare a song to sing to the

class, as well as the tape.

Make a model of one of the homes of the Freedmen who lived on the Arl-
ington Estate. Use both A. R. Waud's drawing, written descriptions and
the plan for the village to make an accurate model.

5. Research religion and religious practices in Freedman's Village. Mt. Zion

and Mt. Olive were both located in Freedman's Village. Find out where the
church(r) were located and identify their location on a map. Explain the

importance of religion in this community.

6 Compare census data for 1860 and 1870. What can we tell about the people
from this? What can we tell about their lifestyle? Housing? Families?

Jobs? Write a paper comparing your findings.

Research and prepare a report on Sojourner Truth during her one year's

sta) as a counselor at Freedman's Village. An especially useful source is
So'ourner Truth Narrative and Book of Life A Bonds Woman of Olden Time,
which is available at Central Library.

Plan and make a model of the Superintendent's home at Freedman's Village.
Use the available plans as starting point. Compare this home to the
the homes of the freedmen.

Make a map of Arlington County today showing the site of Freedman's Village,
Masons Island, Potomac River, the Arlington House, and any other places of
importance. Be sure to create a key for your map and. to give credit to any
sources you use.

10. Photograph or take slides of everyone at work on their projects in class
showing the process from start to finish. Also take slides of maps, charts
and other materials. (Film will be provided). Document each picture.

11. Research and find out if Freedman's Village is on the list of historic
places of Virginia, or if there is a marker showing its location. If the

is one, take photos or slides of it. If there is not, then find out how we
_could go about getting it included. (Sara Collins who works in the Virginiana
Room upstairs at Central Library is a great resource as it is the Arlington
Historical Sciciety.)
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Find out all you can about the size, function, number and shape of the

buildings constructed at Freedman's Village. Use both visual and

written sources. List your information in chart form.

13- Plan and write an illustrated children's book on the history of Freedman's

Village or the housing at Freedman's Village. Be sure that all you include

is accurate. Type your book and add illustrations. Get your book bound

(see your teacher for help).

14. Create a newspaper that will be organized around the topic of Freedmaa'S

Village. Be sure to include articles you write from at least three

different time periods.

15. Write a paper on the topic "how life would have changed for the freedmen

if central heating and electricity were available to them in 1863." Be

sure you research what was available to them at Freedman's Village in

Arlington at this time.

16. Analyze the photos we have of Freedman's Village. What can we tell about
the people, their homes, their village, their values ... from these photos?

See if you can locate one more photograph of Freedman's Village.

17. Research, then decide based on that evidence whether Freedman's Village was

a community or a neighborhood. List all your reasons to support your idea.
Be ready to explain your choice.

1B. Find out what happened to Freedman's Village. Where is it today? What

remains can be seen? Read the series of letters available in the classroom
which discussed the closing of Freedman's Village. Then find out what the

land is being used for today. If possible, use photos or maps to support

Your ideas.

19. Research and write the history and practices of the school at Freedman's

Village. (A good source is The Re ort of the Executive Commitree of New

zillanlIza.Llzjieetingof Friends). Include factual data. Find out who

ran the school, how it was run, what the building was like, how it was

heated, and what the students studied. Draw a sketch of the school house.

20. Plan a celebration to commemorate Freedman's Village. Decide when, where,

why, how it should be celebrated, and who should be invited. Decide how

to advertise it. Create a program, an invitation, and an ad for it. De-

cide on your menu. On what date should it be celebrated?

21. Compare and contrast the homes of a freedman with your home today. If the

home is the center of human activity, then list all of the functions that

home provided in the time of Freedman's Village and then in thelpresent.
Also, compare the "gathering places" of today and those of the V liege in

the past. Use factual information to support your theory about what were
the gathering places in Freedman's Village.

22. Imagine that you are an architect who has been hired to redesign the ex-

isting hoMes of Freedman's Village in the year 1870. Keep in Mind ways

to make the home better and more useful to those who live there. Then

draw either a floor plan (birds-eye-view) or an elevation viewi(side view

of each side).
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23. Plan, conduct, and transcribe an oral history project with a son or
daughter of a person who lived in Freedman's Village. Check with your
teacher for suggestions of who to interview. Tape the interview and
share with Sara Collins who runs the oral history project at Central
Library.

24. List all the jobs held by the freedmen and women in the village. Be
sure to read all of the articles, books and census information to make
your list as complete as is possible. Then make some generalizations
about the jobs you listed.

25. Research what the Freedmen's Bureau was and also find out-why and where
else the camps for freedmen were set up locally. Make a map showing the
states which set up similar Freedmen's camps. Then make a map showing
the local camps.

26. Read all the material we have collected about Freedman's Village then write
at least 50 situations (on 3x5" or 5x8" cards) which could be used to play
charades.

27. Create a picture file of photo- drawings, and sketches of other building
of times (1863-1888). Collect these then compare construction, decoration
and architectural style with the homes and public structures at Freedman's
Village. (A good book to use would be America in 1876). Compare and
contrast the items you find.

28. Find out what the connection is between Freedman's Village and the present
black communities in Arlington. Make a map to show your findings. Include
the names of the neighborhoods.

29. Write a concise history of Freedman's Village from start to finish.

30. Research the history of the Arlington Estate from 1850-1980. Cover the
main points and periods and include maps.

31. Design a destionnaire which will be used to gather information about the
Freedman's Village. Keep in mind that many descendents of those who
lived in Freedman's Village are good sources and still live here in Arl-
ington.

32. Take the list of questions which were raised in your class and answer
using the documents in the classroom.

33. Create your own idea and get teacher approval.
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Freedman's Village

Lesson #4

Time: 2 class periods another for debriefing and looking
at documents.

Grade Level: 7th Grade
American Studies

aerials Needed: Washington Post article December 7, 1887
New York Herald article - December 8, 1887
Copies of Freedman's Village: ASimulation Game
Letter from John Syphax
Copies of role cards
Letter dated November 12, 1887 to the Quartermaster
Brief dated November 15, 1887 from the Quartermaster

uctional Goal:

Learning Objectives:

To have students understand that a crisis situation
existed in Freedman's Village in December of 1887,
by using primary source materials and by role playing.

1. Students will be able to list at least four
reasons why the government wanted to close down
Freedman's Village.

2. Students will be able to compare the actions
suggested by the student group with the actual
decision made on December'7, 1887.

3. Students will be able to give examples of both
primary and secondary sources.

Students as a group will be able to compare the
two points of view in the articles.



Teacher

Calls for a few volunteers to read Journal
entries. Announces something like: "Today
we will all take roles as citizens in
Freedman's Village in the year 1887. We
are raced with difficult decision of what
action we should take to the announcement
by the Quartermaster General that our
commun Freedman's Village, is to be.
closed."

Asks students to look at a few documents re-
lated to that decision.

Teacher asks: "What reason is given by the
Quartermaster's department for closing
Freedman's Village?

Chooses a person to play the minister's role
(card #4). This person will lead the crisis
meeting.

Passes out Freedman's Villa e A Simulation
Game sheet to everyone.

Says something like: "Follow along ith me
as I read the instructions."

Reads instructions part 1 - background, then
passes out role cards.

Reads part II.

Takes a role card and participates.

-44-

Student

Volunteers

Answers question

Reads role card

Listens -

tens to instructions

Jots down possible
actions that you would
like to have considered
in this meeting.

Participates in meeting.
Mitalster leads meeting.
Deacon writes ideas on

board

Suggests possible actions
for the group to take



Teache

rtain "townspeople" what their -

thoughts are on the issue to encourage
participation-

Says: "Now let us look at two news-.
paper articles from December 8th The
New York Herald and the Washington Post
so we can find out what actually happened
at that meeting.

Passes out the articles to each class
member.

Asks: 'What did the Freedmen actually
cide to do at the meeting on December 7,
1887? how does this decision compare with
ours?"

Gets volunteer to read to the class the
Post article of December 7, 1887. Define
point of view. Give examples of point of
view.

Asks students to write one sentence for
each of the two newspaper articles showing
the point of view of the writer/newspaper
on this issue.

Summarizes - asks if there are any
questions.

Introduces letter which was written by John
Syphax to the Secretary of War. Gets
another volunteer to read it.

Defines primary and secondary sources and
asks students to give examples and classify
the documents we have examined today.

Student

When a general consensus on the
action is reached, the game is
over (or when the teacher feels
the time is right - one full period
works well. Allow time for de-
briefing.

Students read Herald article.

Answers

Reads Post article.

Writes sentences comparing points
of view of the Herald article of
Dec. 8, 1887 and the Washington
Post article of Dec. 7, 1887.

Asks questions

Volunteer to read letter
Listens to letter - raises questions

Gives examples
Classifies documents



Date:

Place:

Time:

FREFDI* IS VILLAGE SIMULATION

December 7, 1887

A Church in Freedman's Village on the Arlington Esta
Arlington, Virginia

Early evening

Who is present. Over 200 community members of Freedman's Village,
reporters, officers from Ft. Myer, and others.

Background: Part 1 Many stories have been spread regarding why the army
wants the village to be moved out of the area where
it is,presently located. Yesterday when the notice
came announcing that all the villagers had 90 days
to leave their homes and relocate to another area, the
villagers (some who had lived here for nearly 25 years)
were visibly shaken. A small committee went to Ft. Myer
to see if in fact they had the story correct. When the
people selected came back to the village and told the
others that the orders were correct, the response was
overwhelming. It was decided that a meeting should be
held tonight to give the villagers a chance to plan
what to do in response to the order and also to give
them a chance to vent their feelings. According to the
commander at Ft. Myer, the reason given for closing down
the village was because a few years back someone stole
some trees frOm the Cemetery during the winter time
and that by allowing the villagers to remain in the=
area future theft might also occur. Some of the
newspaper accounts tell-us, however, that the government
has plans to build a highway to Mt. Vernon, a memorial
bridge, a big park and also plans to ex-pand the Cemetery.
The purpose of this meeting is to decide what to do.

Part II Now read your role card and try to "become" that person
back in 1887. While you are waiting for' the minister
to start the meeting, jot down in this space any ideas of
the actions that you think you would like this meeting
to consider. When the simulation is over ,..we will read a
newspaper article to see what really happened.

Reminder: The- minister is in charge of the meeting and he will call
on you. Please raise your hand when you are ready to
speak.

Write: Your ideas for what actions are to be taken at this meeting.



You are a member of one of the several hundred black families living

in Freedmen's Village. You have owned your home for l4 years and have

it all paid off. You have paid rent for the land where your home is

located for the past years as well. The government has just offered to

pay you $18.00 for your home, even thougl you have added a chicken coop,

shed and new door. You have kept your home in good order and whitewashed

it each year. Yeti feel that $300.00 would be a fair price for your home.

Not a penny less would be fair. You do not want to leave the village but

if you are forced to go, you want a fair price for your home.

You are a person living in Freedmen's Village who does not own your own

home. You never bought a home because it has been difficult for you to find

steady work for than about four months of, the year.-- You have found

it difficult enough to feed your family and you are thankful when you can

earn enough to keep their bodies healthy. You are fearful for the members

of your family and what the future will hold in store for them.
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You are the Supervisor at the Mule Fens on the Arlington Estate. You

have 14 men from the village employed in the pens and you don't want

Freedmen's Village to close. Some of the men have been working for you

for years. You realize that you'll have o hire new people at a higher

rate if these men of the village move to more remote areas.

You are the minister of this lovely church where the meeting is being

held. Because you are a respected member of the community and because

you know how upset some of the villagers are, you have volunteered to

lead the meeting tonnht. You are very concerned about the future. You

are trying-hard to accept the situation by praying and having faith that

all will work out for the best. You main responsibility during the meeting

includes keeping order, calling on residents and keeping the meeting on

track. Your objective is to have the group decide on what action to take

in response to the announcement that the village will close.
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You have been a law abiding citizen in Freedmen's Village for 14 Years.

You've always been a hardworking and honest person. On this issue

closing down the village because some trees were chopped down in the

dead of winter you are angry beyond words. Come up with a plan of

how to best deal with this crisis situation.

You are a reporter from the New York Herald who is covering this meeting

at Freedmen's Village. Make yourself a "press pass" so the villagers

know who you are. Your newspaper has taken a kindly view towards the

situation in the village and you also feel that they have been swindled

out of their homes.



You are a community member who feels that the reporter here foloothe

New York Herald newspaper, and the paper itself are on your seem

the issue of being asked to leave your homes. You feel that there its

nothing to worry about now that the leading newspaper of Americis xn

your side. You feel that you don't need to fear any of the politicians and,

land developers that are in Washington, 17.0 Your goal is colAr

your fellow villagers that nothing will change and that there snertzlaing

to-worry about. You really don't want any action to be taken. rou -want

ings to remain as they are.

0

You are a person who looks on the bright side of things. Yo4 accert

the fact that people will be forced to leave their homes. Vytishold

try to encourage other co _unity members to look to the futore wirk1 a

positive outlook. You just want to be sure that the whole Cormilty

stays together wherever you are relocated.



You are an officer from Ft. Myer, a guest who was invited by the

villagers. You do not desire that the people of Freedmen's Village

be moved. Much of the labor for the past 25 years at Ft. Myer at the

officer's and the enlisted men's quarters has been performed by the

villagers. The pay system works to the advantage of the army because

the rent of the land is paid in labor. Make a small badge for yourself

identifying yourself as an army officer from Ft. Myer.

9

You could not believe the news that you heard yesterday about closing

down the village. You have been farming a 10 acre parcel of land since

1866 and you are worried about the future of your family.

10



You are one ofthe village leaders who went to visit Fort Myer yesterday

to confirm the bad news that had been circulating around the village.

Your worst suspicions were true. People in Freedmen's Village look up

to you so be sure to think over the best possible action for this

meeting to take.

11'

You are the assistant deacon at the church where the meeting is being

held tonight. While the minister runs the meeting, your job is to list

all the ideas of what to do on the slate (blackboard). You may also

feel free to express your personal thoughts when you feel the time is

appropriate. You are concerned about what will happen to this beautiful

brick church if the village is moved.

2



You love your family, your friends and the life ou've made for yourself

here at Freedmen's Village in Arlington Virginia. You've seen your

children grow up here and it is the only home you've known in you life

as a free person. You have seen the village grow from just a neighborhood

into a real community. You are hopeful that some action will be taken

tonight that will show the government that these homes and friends are

the only life many of you have known.

3

You are a carpenter and see the moving of the village as a possible,

opportunity for you. Most everyone will need new homes wherever they

move And you might as well be the one to make the profits. You encourage

the acceptance of the plan.

14
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You are one of the men of the village who people look up to. You want

to have this assembly of people tonight send a smallgro1r of representatives

to express the concerns of the group to the Quartermaster General. You would

like to be on such a committee to help negotiate a solut to this difficult

decision.

You are upset by what you have heard the past few days. You realize that

the government is much larger and more powerful thanssm -11 group of some

350 families who remain in the village. However you feel that the best

way to show your dissatisfaction with a situation is vote against the

person the next time they are up for election. You will encourage all the

people there to support candidates who will further the cause of the

community.
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You aria very concerned about the practical matter of how the villagers

will :=->e able to make this exodus from the village in the coldest part

of wint-ter. Yesterday the notice came that the villagers had three

montbs3. to prepare for the move. That would put moving day in early

March You are worried that some people will die if forced to move

in the sr dredful winter season. Perhaps you could suggest a more gradual

move -tarting in the springtime and finishing up in the summertime when

the wea.ather is better.

7

You a e concerned that the government will not pay you enough for your

home grid the outbuildings to cover the expenses which come from oving.

You went some guarantee that a fair price will be paid.

8



You think that the real reason why the government wants you and your

fellow friends from Freedmen's Village off the land you now hold is

because they want to build a park, a new road to Vernon or a new

Memorial Bridge. You think the incident of a few years bc,_71 involving

the chopping down of some trees in the cemetery is being over-dramatized

to cover up the real intentions of the federal government.

It makes you 'angry that the war department has branded you and all the

other families in the Freedmen's Village community as thieves, because

of a few unknown people who took wood from the Arlington Cemetery in the

coldest part of the winter. You will agree to move on the terms of the

government however you will insist that you get a certificate of good

character at the same time.
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You are a strong believer in your religion. You remind your fellow

bzethren throughout the meeting that they are not entirely alone in

this difficult decision that the "Lord" is with you all

21

You have put some of your scanty earnings aside each month to help buy

books for the school. You have labored for long hours on hot days helping

to build this very church and you feel you have done everything - accordin

to the rules that were set up by the Quartermaster's /department. You do

not understand how this situation could happen. Youiare undecided right

now as to what to do.

( 22



You are a young person of twnety-one years of age. You were born and

raised in the village. You attended school and church here. You are

ready for a change in your life and since you feel that the government

will win out in the long run on this issue, you encourage accepting the

government's offer.

You are a member of the Freedmen'sMillage cammun _y who feels that you

should organize and stand up to the government in sc

point you are not exactly sure how to do that.
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You do not want to leave your home which you have lived in for 9 years.

You feel that you were led to believe that the land would be yours to use

for as long as you wanted to live there. You think that land speculators

are trying to get the land to make a big profit off whatever Project they

decide to set up here You are angry at the government.
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The Honorable,

Wm. Endicott,

Secretary of War,

Washington, D.C.

Having been chosen by the colored renters living on the

Arlington reservation as their representative to adjust their

la ion with the general government, I beg leave to prey for

your honorable consideration, the following facts. As the army

advanced, during the war, several thousand colored people, men,

women, and children, of all ages, and every condition, were quar-

tered on this place by the agents of the government. Many of this

number were employed by the United States, a portion of their pay

being withheld for the support of the aged and infirm. When

buildings were erected, Gen.O.O. Howard entered tract with

each tenent, demanding payment-in money for rent of land. After

thy abolition of the Freedmen's Bureau, they were required to work

out rent at Fort Myer which they have continued to do until the

present time.

Agents representing the government fully impressed upon thi

people the idea that in some way they would come to possess a

valid claim to a part of Arlington.

When many of them were taken with a colony to Hayti, and

returned after the scheme was exposed, and their sufferings

mLde known, they were told, perhaps as an apology, that they would



remain here.

Many began ar and make such other improve-

ments as their scanty means would permit. They paid in ready

money for their houses, churches, and other buildings, which were

all sold to them by the government through its agent. About

nine years ago, Lieut. R.P. Strong, then commanding at Fort Myer,

gave permission to erect a brick church on the reservation, cos-

ting nearly two thousand dollars, and here again, they were made

to believe that their stay would be indefinitely prolonged, there-

fore, several houses were built, and the spirit of improvement

again revived. Many of these people have been soldiers, team-

sters, workers on fortifications and sufferers by the freedmen's

bank swindle. Although no taxes have been paid on the Arlington

land, yet the colored people have been fully taxed upon their gen-

eral property, and have been no unjust burden upon the community,

because the small amount paid for labor enabled others to help

in the work of education and care of the helpless. Coming from

the shades of the past, these people have proven, in their new

condition of self reliance, more thrifty, and less vicious than

could be reasonably anticipated; and they have never failed, after

the teachings, and traditions of their fathers, to implore Almighty

God for help and protection.

There are about one hundred families here, who own

their dwellings. Nearly all of these houses are so constructed,

and in such condition of decay, as to be useless to take down and



move away; bst es contemplated improvements such as the Memorial-

Bridge, Mount non Avenue, The Aqueduct, and the Potomac flats,

have made the p- -ice of land, in this vicinity, beyond the reach

of the poor. I ';:now not what may be the purpose of the goy-

arnment, ol the pi( sure of the Honorable Secretary in the prem-

ices br be o take this property wholly for National use,

se respectfully ask that an appropriation be tecomwended of not

less than three hundred and fifty dollars a-piece for each owner

of a house, but to be apportioned according to merit, and the va7

rious conditions and circumstances by the "Board of Protection,

consisting of five of their number which they have chosen to look

after their local intere

Twenty-four years resilience at Arlington, with all the

elements involved in this case inspre the hope that full and am-

ple justice will be done even to the weakest members of this great

Republic.

As many of the farmers desire to prepare their land for

spring work, and are in doubt as to another year, I will be glad,

as early as possible, to receive a replay to this letter,

Very respectfully,

Your obedient servant,
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: or
:fr S. A.

Depot Qua-rterma

I w-uld res tftlly rep

oolore people who liv^ on the rose

of entering the cemetery durinc the late hours

the purpose of getti- g wood for fuel.

l+ation=1 Cemetery.

November h.

yearn pa:;

nigt for

On my arrival here, one year ago, i
informed that several

young forest trees, from 2

down and car

ace

= aaa). The remains

inches in diaret

oan yet

Cut

been the custom of these thieve use a crops cut

saw to cut down trees. By so doing,very little noise is made,

order to avoid detection. It said, that very few

squatters buy any fuel,and depend mostly on what they can pick up

thin the enclosure.
It would be necessary for a men to rema

en retch nil nitht to arrest the guilty parties. .
It has bean

sted,that the most effective way of preventina such theft:;, is

to canse_the -movaloftheza People from the reservation.

Vary respectfully,

Your obedient

J.A.Commerford.

Supt.Witil.Cemetery.

--Over.

k



Dopot 114-ric^.

Washi gtcn P. ,1667.

[ugly

nstruct

7384-'87.
L Enclosure.

Respectfully forwa

1) cd to the Quartermu:; General the

G.B.Dandy.

Deputy Q1 .rte Genertil T

2nd Indorsement.

War Department.

Quartermaster General's 01' fice,

ton,D. C. ember 17th 1887.

ded.to the Honorable,the Secreta)

Violation of paragraph #138 Army Regul

Order T72

_Ondea y General

Adjutant General's Office,lb: civilia ding

-upon the Military roseration,upon which the Arlington ration

Cemetery and the Military Post at Port MYO Va.,are 1 eated.-

the'This occupation has continued many years,and s

the land passed to the United States by purchase,May 18th 183,no

steps have been taken for the removal of-these occupants,mostly

lored people.

nsequence of the complaints now trade,it would seen to be

-prop-er-C-611d-lc;e ordered to vacate their hold=

them wIff.cie

I therefore re

for moving their y to prevent ;111;

d that the 1.filitar r Authorities at sort Myer

be directed to serve notice upon all Civ _ lians r ng on the

servation,and not employed by the Government, that they M1A3t remove

the? ~efrcm,wi. thin p0 days after elate of notice.

P Ho3a rd.

2447-'87.
1 Enclosure,

1 Thult.

Q1 Gerlera S. Army.

f,',S7F" COP? 4011
AMT

cemetcriul, 66 76



7

3r6 IY:dornement.

War Lepartillent,

Deveml,er 162nd_JS:-37.

Approved nr recarremled by the Quarterraoter General.

By order e the Secretary of War.

John Tweedale.

chief Clerk.-

4th Indorsement.

War Department.

Qurtermaster General's Uric°.

Washington,D.C.,rovember 2Cith,1

Respectfully forwarded to the Adjutant General of the Army,with

request,that the orders necessary in this case,be given the pruner

Military Authorities.

S.B.Polabird,

gz

244 7157.

Cemeterial.

-termaster General,

S. Army .

00000000000000000000000000000600000000000000000000000000 6 00000000
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Lesst_

Time:

Fr

2 class periods

Grade Level: 7th Grade
American Studies

rials Nseded :

In

Paper
Pencil or pen
Slide projector and slide
Memorial Worksheet
Post-test for Freedman's Village (class se

Tonal Goal: To have the students understand the importance

of historical preservation.

L Students will make an oral hypothesis about

what remains of Freedman's Village thnfr is

visible today.

Students will be able to compare and contrast

the crisis situation in Freedman's Village

with a personal forced move.

3. Students will design memorials to Freedman's

Village.

-70-



Teacher Student

Says: "Yesterday we played roles of the villagers
from Freedman's Village when it was announced
that they would have to leave. Let's bring the
situation up to date and close to home. Imagine

that when you were eating breakfast this morning
your parents announced that you are moving out of

the state next month. How would you feel? How
is this like the situation at Freedman's Village
in 1887? How is it different?

Listens

Answers

Says: "I'd now like you to make a prediction Orally makes predic

about what'you think happened to Freedman's
Village - writes ideas on board.

Note to teachers: If you are planning a field
trip to Arlington House and to the area that
once was Freedman's Village, please call Mrs.

Fuqua or Agnes Mullins who will help make the
arrangements. The activity listed below is
meant for those who are not going on the field
trip. A combined trip'to Arlington House with
a walk along the area where part of Freedman's
Village was located would be ideal.

Asks: "What remains of Freedman's Village?"
Show slide.

Shows-sIide-of lee,--Says, "How would life
be dferent for these freedmen if Robert E.

Lee chose to fight for the Union side?"

How can we document what we have learned about.

Freedman's Village?

Where can we find more Information on Freedman's

Village?

National Archives
Oral History Project
Virginiana Collection at Arlington Library
Many people

As one last project for Freedman's Village, I
want you to create a memorial which symbolizes
'what Freedman's Village was and complete the
assignment in .days.

Responds: Nothing af-
the Village remains, only
gravestones.

Answers

Responds

Names places

Makes a model or picture
or sketch

Says: "Why should we create a memorial to Answers

Freedman's, Village?"

-71-
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Teacher

Encourage discussion.

Collects ideas for Memo

Has student share memorials.

Invite's students from other classes in
see models, memorials

Administers PostTest same as Pre Test

Ends with questions: "Why should
FreedManis-Village be preserved as a part
(:),f our heritage?" "How is Freedman's
Village like/unlike:

a.

C.

preCivil War slave quarters?
Arlington House?
a planned housing community of
today?"

Have students fill out answers tc these

question:

I learned .

I am surprised

I wonder .

72

Stude

Staft "Freedman's Memorial"
Worksheet in class. Finishes

it for homework. (Some will
make models at home).

Shares memorial,

Explains infoi ntion to other
students_

Takes tests.

Discuss

Discuss

Completes evaluation.



Freeinn's 72-1emorial

Because Vou have learned a great deal about life in Freedman's Village, you
have been seicted to design a memorial to the people of Freedman's Village.

Part the answers to each of the following questions.

1. Where will the memorial be located?

2. What will the land around the memorial look like?

3. Where will parking be for tourists who come to see your
memorial?

4. What type of materials will you use?

5. What will the shape of the memorial be like?

6. Will it be a sculpture or a building, or both?

7. What will its size be?

Will there be quotations? Personal items? Artifacts? Give

details.

9. Will it be lit upat night? If yes, how?

10. What kinds of decoration is needed? Lavish? Simple?

Ornamentation?'
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11. Will there be paintings, photographs or drawings
inside? If yes, which one?

12. What would the freedmen and women at Is Village

have wanted?

What will you name this memorial?

14. What will your memorial symbolize?

Part II. Make a drawing, sketch, or painting of your memorial on another
sheet. Be sure you are able to answer questions 1-14 before
you make your presentation to the class.

Part III. For extra credit, create a model of your memorial.

(Idea adapted from A_ Element_ from Corcoran Gallery)



Freedman Villa

Andrews, Sidne% The_South Since

ComPanv, 1071,
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12. Letter from Wm. W. Rogers to H. W. Lomas, May 21st, 1866. Bureau of
Freedmen, Refugees-and-Abandoned Lands, R.G. 105, National Archives.
(Request for a surveyor to assist in surveying the lands near camp.
Distribution then occupied by the freed people).

13. Letter from Wm. W. Rogers to H. W. Lomas. May 31st. 1866. B R F A.L.,

R.G. 105. National Archives. (Order calling for a reductinn in the labor
force at Freedman's Village).

14., Letter from P. P. Bergevin to C. H. Howard, June 22, 1866. B.R.F.A.L.

R.G. 105, National Archives. (Request for additional enlisted men
to secure the five crops cultivated by the freedmen on Arlington

Farm, Virginia. Also lists the number of men stationed there, in-
cluding privates from the 107th Regiment; U.S.C.T. - request denied).

15. Letter from A. A. Laurence to C. H. Howard, July 30th, 1866, Bureau

of Refugees, Freedmen and Abandoned Lands. R.G. 105, National

Archives. (A roster of officers and civilians working in Freedman's

Nillage, including the compensation for civilians).

16. Letter from Henry D. Peyton and Samuel Blackwell, August 20th, 1866.

B.R.F.A.L., R.G. 105, National Archives. (Request to rent land and

to prevent stealing from the gardens. Sup't. of F.V. feels that it
shouldn't be rented and thatsome,of the people who are idle might

work the land).

17. Letter from S. Clark to A. A. Laurence, November 2, 1866. B.R.F.A.L.

R.G. 105, National Archives. (Suggestion to reduce the expenses for
employees at Freedman's Village by dismissing_ some of the laborers and

hiring some of the dependents).

18. Letter from A. A. Laurence to C. H. Howard, November 9, 1866. B.R.F.A.L.

R.G. 105, National Archives. (Request to retain two villagers employed

in the Arlington Cemetery. Also raised the question of whether the
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19. Letter from Edw. R. Smith to C. H. Howard, November 22, 1866. B.R.F.A.L.

R.G. 105, National Archives. (Request from the General Field Agent
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the school building).
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20. Letter from Ira Ayers and Bob Cob, Dec. 8, 1866. B.R.F.A.L.

R.C. 105, National Archives. (Request from two freed women to
have their sons, aged 14 and 16, returned to their home in

Taylorville, Virginia. The families were separated during the

war).
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Lawrence. B.R.F.A.L., R.G. 105, National Archives. (Instructions
regarding providing transportation both to Officers, Agents, and
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22. Letter from Wm. H. Rogers to A. A. Laurence, December 19, 1866.

B.R.F.A.L., R.C. 105, National Archives. (Letter established
transportation guidelines for those under age 4, those children
between 4 and 12, and those 12 or older who were considered as

adults).

23. Letter from J. M. Brown to A. A. Laurence, December 20, 1866.

B.R.F.A.L., R.G. 105, National Archives. (Request that double
desks be made for the day school at Freedman's Village).

24. Letter from H. M. WhiLtelserf to A. A. Laurence, December 20, 1866.

B.R.F.A.L., R.G. 105, National Archives. (Corrections requested from

the Office of the Chief Qnnttermaster regarding supplies, including

lumber for coffins).

25. Letter from S. N. Clark to W. W. Rogers, December 29, 1866. B.R.F.A.L.

R.C. 105, National Archives1 (Results of an investigation of the
execution of an order which called for tic remw.al of villagers
indicate that more care should have been used; some homes were torn
down, others had their belongings removed from their homes when they

were not at home ... ).

Letter from 1. Roberts to Wm. Bube, Jr., January 8, 1867. B.R.F.A.L.

R.G. 105, National Archives. (Letter requesting that Comilius Camay,
freedman aged 65, having no friends or family, and is incapable of

sustaining himself be allowed entrance to Freedman's Village).

27. Letter from G. A. Wheeler to A- A. Laurence, February 14,- 1867. B.R.F.A.L.

R.C. 105, National Archives. (Suggestions for improving the lodging at

the "Old Home Building.")

28. Letter from A. A. Laurence to C. H. Howard, February 25. 1867. B.R.F.A.L.

R.G. 105, National Archives. (Request that John PeteL.,on be employed
at $15.00 per month and rations to assist in chores in the Village,

especially in the "Home.")

29. Letter from R. R. Bergevin to C. H. Howard, February 28, 1867. B.R.F.A.L.

R.G. 105, National Archives. (Request for 100 cords of wood to be used by

the freed people).

30. Letter from G. A. Wheeler to E. B. Gates, Marc! 23rd, 1867. B.R.F.A.L.

R.G. 105. (Communication on the topic of fire hazzard at the hospital).
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31. Letter from Henry A. Armstrong Co E. B. Gates, April 6, 1867.

B.R.F.A.L., R.G. 105, National Archives. (Letter complaining of
cattle and other stock stolen from the doctor's home near Ball's

Cross Roads, Virginia).

3/. Letter from John Kimball to E. B. Gates, April 6, 1867. B.R.F.A.L.

R.G. 105, National Archives. (Supports Armstrong's letter of the

same date. He believes the cattle have gone towards Freedman's

Village).

Letter from Wm. W. Rogers to E. B. Gates, April 6th, 1867. B.R.F.A.L.

R.C. 305, National Archives. (Calls for a careful investigation
of the "cow incident.")

34. Circular Letter, May 15, 1867. B.R.F.A.L., R.G. 105, National

Archives. (Partial letter inviting freed people to join "The
Lincoln Temperance Society and to save the people from their drunken

ways").

35. Letter from H. H. Howard to R. R. Bergevin, February 15, 1868. B.R.F.A.L.

R.r. 105, National Archives. (Request that Eliza Bowline be appointed
laundress and Patsy Laws he appointed nurse in Abbott_ Hospital in
Freedman's Village).

36. Letter from P. Clennan to R. Rayburn, March 7, 1868. B.R.F.A.L.

R.G. 105, National Archives- (Request that the following women and
children be transferred from the women's ward at Freedman's Hospital in

Washington, D. C. to Freedman's Village: Margaret Jackson, Georgeanna

Jackson 1, aged 6 weeks); Celia Cooper, Jane and Marriah Cooper (both
aged 5 weeks); Caroline Spriggs, Mary Spriggs (age 2); Thos. Spriggs
(age 3); Eliza A. Johnson (5 yrs.): Eliza Johnson (3 weeks); Anna
Robinson, John E. Robinson (3 mo.); Polly Myers).

37. Letter from G. W. Clark to H. H. Howard. July 11, 1868. B.R.F.A.L

a-G.-105, National Archives. (Directions are given to close the
establishment at Freedman's Village and dismiss the employees).

Letter from Elias Plummer to C. H. Howard. October 23, 1868. B.R.F.A.L.

R.C. 105, National Archives. (Request by Elias Plummer to rent 10

acres of land rented the year previously by Mr. Syphax).

39. Letter and Endorsements from J. A. Commerford to G. B. Dandy, Nov.' 12,

1887. C.Q.G.F., R.G. 92, National Archives. (Complains that the
people living on the "reservation" have for years past entered the

cemetery at night and gotten wood for fuel. Requests the people be

removed).

40. Brief and Endorsements from the Depot Quartermaster, Washington, D. C.

November 15, 1887. Consolidated Quartermaster General File M.S.S.,

R.G. 92, National Archives. (Transmits a report from the Sup't. of

Arlington, Va. National Cemetery that some freed people who live on_
the "reservation" have entered the cemetery at night and gotten wood

for fuel. Requests removal of the people).
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